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I Want To Eat Your Books
Contagiously Speaking, may I eat your brain. A funny way to
put it in a polite sense of darkness. Join in the read where
kids are delicious and your neighbor could end up as your
next meal. But what am I to spoil it, take a look inside and
emerge in the mind of one a bit twisted.
You loved the popular picture book, and now it's your turn to
bring it to life! I Want to Eat Your Poo, the tale of a talking
toilet and the not-quite-potty-trained Timmy, is now a coloring
book! Join in the fun! Little Timmy doesn't go potty in the
toilet, and he has no plans to start. A hungry toilet in his home
reaches out to Timmy to explain that toilets depend on poo to
survive, and that it's wrong to throw it away. Will Timmy
conquer his fear to save a toilet's life? Find out inside!
A collection of traditional tales from the remote mountainous
country of Tibet.
It's race day and you have your running shoes, sleek suits,
bikes, goggles, and watches, but if you haven't been training
with the proper nutrition, you'll be left in the dust in the third
mile. In this book, Tom Holland joins sports dietitian Amy
Goodson
What do Physics, three bears and a stroke have in common?
Take a journey with Elaine, a middle-aged Physics teacher,
as she explains the theory of relativity using the metaphor of
three bears and a train, and devises a plan to turn back time
and save her ailing father from physical determination.
Written by gifted playwright Jean Tay, Everything but the
Brain was first developed at the Playwrights’ Cove at The
Necessary Stage in 2001 and staged by Action Theatre in
2005. It won Best Original Script in The Straits Times’ Life!
Theatre Awards in 2006 and has since been selected as an
‘O’- and ‘N’-Level literature text in Singapore.
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Do you believe in magic, in prayers being answered, in
dreams coming true and in goals being achieved? The Mind
Spa: Ignite Your Inner Life Coach promises to transform your
life in unimaginable ways. It will help you cleanse your soul
from toxins, slough away the unwanted layers and ultimately
leave you rejuvenated. The Mind Spa is interlaced with
holistic therapies, unreasonable requests, bitter pills, gentle
healing and self-coaching invitations that will motivate you
into taking immediate action to achieve success in area of
love, health and relationships. the Mind Spa Journal that
comes along with this edition will encourage you to explore
the wonders of writing, expressing gratitude and engaging in
little acts of kindness. This is your opportunity to ignite the life
coach within. If not now, when? Discover your bigger FOE to
success, Escape the big trap of procrastination, Awaken the
god inside you. About the Author Malti Bhojwani is a
professional certified coach (PCC with the ICF) International
Coach Federation, trained in ontological coaching NLP Neuro Linguistic Programming and a yoga teacher (Yoga
Alliance America). She has been in the personal development
industry for over 14 years and brings her experience to
individuals, teams in corporations and entrepreneurs all over
the world. Her workshops based on presonal power, body
communication, self-discovery and leadership have motivated
people to create new and lasting changes in their lives. She
has facilitated workshop and coached teams for international
clients including Microsoft, Thoughtworks and The British
Council. She has spoken to members of YPO, Eo, Rotarians
and BNI among others. She is regular contributor and expert
consultant for the Time of India and several international
publications. She is a Singaporean, has lived in Jakarta,
Indonesia and spent most of her adult life in Sydney.
Australia where her daughter Drishti, also an author, resides.
Malti currently lives in Pune, India.
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Do you think vegetables are yucky? Just wait until you see
what Monty the Monster has on his plate! Monty definitely
does NOT want to eat his people. He'll eat his vegetables every single one! - but he will not eat his people. This
hilarious tale of fussy eating in the Monster household is
guaranteed to get children giggling. 'In a funny twist on the
picky eater story, this is a lighthearted way of broaching the
tricky 'eat your vegetables' issue! ... my little little boy
absolutely loved it and wanted to hear it again and again!' The Bookbag

He’s limping strangely down the hall with outstretched
arms and a groaning drawl. A zombie! Could it really be?
You race to class, but turn to see he’s sitting in the desk
right next to you! But odds are you’ll probably be okay,
because this is no ordinary zombie. This zombie doesn’t
want to eat your brains—he wants to eat your books! Hide
your textbooks and your fairy tales, because the little
zombie is hungry and he doesn’t discriminate between
genres. Will the school library be devoured, or will the
children discover something the zombie likes to do with
books even more than eating them? This monster book
is silly and fun, with a strong message about kindness
and friendship. The little zombie teaches kids not to jump
to conclusions and to give everyone a chance. And when
a real-life mummy shows up, the zombie is the first to
step up and offer the mummy his friendship—and to teach
her a few things about the joy of books. This is the
perfect monster book for little ones who want a thrill but
aren’t looking for anything too scary. For kids ages 3 to
6, this is not a scary monster book; rather, it's a great
introduction to the importance of reading books and all
that you can learn from them. This should have a big
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draw to librarians and booksellers as well as kids who
enjoy books about monster. None of the monsters in the
book are scary, however, and it's not a book about kids
trying overcome the monsters in their house or fight
them. Instead, the kids actually are kind to the zombie
and draw him into their friend circle, which is a great
lesson for kids to learn. Sky Pony Press, with our Good
Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to
publish a broad range of books for young
readers—picture books for small children, chapter books,
books for middle grade readers, and novels for young
adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love
to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books
that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the
environment, and much more. While not every title we
publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Stories that illuminate the lives of those living on the
fringe, from the haunted and heartbroken to the
dreamers, losers, and love-lost souls.
Packed with real-world advice for a real-life
transformation, Skinny Chicks Don't Eat Salads shows
that it’s not only possible to shed weight while eating
carbs, fats, and all your favorite foods—it’s the ONLY
way. Every year millions of smart, sophisticated women
embark on that great American ritual: dieting. For many,
this means starving themselves throughout the day with
the promise of only a lunchtime salad to sustain them.
Come nighttime, though, the refrigerator starts calling,
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and eventually even the most resolute women find
themselves bingeing uncontrollably on ice cream,
cookies—anything loaded with the very carbs they
avoided all day. The next day brings guilt, shame, vows
to eat less, and ultimately more bingeing. What’s going
on here? Nutritionist Christine Avanti, a former fitness
model who struggled with weight issues for years, knows
firsthand the emotional roller coaster of guilt, low selfesteem, and hopelessness that accompany these failed
attempts at weight loss. Not until she became a
nutritionist did she discover that eliminating carbs (or
anything else for that matter) isn’t the answer—eating
them more often and in the proper balance with other
nutrients is the true secret to sustainable weight loss.
The results? Transformational... for Christine and for
thousands of her clients who’ve learned that when your
blood sugar stays on a consistent, even level throughout
the day, the urge to indulge in fatty, salty, sugary snacks
magically vanishes along with the omnipresent feelings
of failure all too familiar to dieters. So Skinny Chicks can
eat four full meals a day, stay satisfied, and still lose up
to 7 pounds in a single week! Nothing is off limits on the
Skinny Chicks easy-to-follow meal plans, from steak to
pasta to yummy desserts and real stick-to-your-ribs
breakfasts. Best of all, Christine’s scientifically based
program ends the cycle of starving, bingeing, and
recrimination that plagues so many women, adding guilt
and depression to their ongoing battles with weight
control.
'" A high school boy finds the diary of his classmate--only
to discover that she''s dying. Yamauchi Sakura has been
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silently suffering from a pancreatic disease, and now
exactly one person outside her family knows. He swears
to her that he won''t tell anyone what he learned, and the
shared secret brings them closer together in this deeply
moving, first-person story that traces their developing
relationship in Sakura''s final months of life. "'
"To understand your eating, you first have to understand
yourself. This easily-read book helps you to step back
and discover what influences your eating habits." Dr Ian
Campbell - Founder of the National Obesity Forum and
medical consultant on ITV’s The Biggest Loser and Fat
Chance "This valuable book makes sense of how food
and eating may be misused and become entangled with
emotions as a way of dealing with them." Dr Helena Fox
- Clinical Psychiatrist for Channel 4’s Supersize vs
Superskinny and for the eating disorders unit at Capio
Nightingale Hospital "I have never read such an
interesting and thought provoking book on eating
disorders such as this. For practitioners reading this
publication, I feel it illustrates successfully the clinical
significance of the biopsychosocial aspects of eating
disorders such as the role of the mother or caregiver (s),
the environment of the patient's upbringing and how their
self identity is later affected and challenged through self
medicating with food or using food or lack of as
punishment for their self perceived worthlessness." Dr H
L E Garrod MBPsS, BA (Hons), MA, MSc, P Grad.Dip, D
CounsPsych Chartered Counselling Psychologist "Highly
recommended for anyone who is interested in
understanding why diets do not work and how to move
on from the pattern of emotional eating." Professor John
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McLeod - Professor of Counselling at the University of
Abertay Dundee Are you eating more than you should?
Trapped in a constant cycle of dieting? Perpetually
anxious about your weight, shape and size? Many of us
fight an ongoing battle with food. Understanding Your
Eating can help you if the way you use food bothers you
and you feel it is beyond your control. Author Julia
Buckroyd uses the term disordered eating rather than
eating disorders, to reach out to everyone who is
distressed and miserable about food. Understanding
Your Eating will help you become more aware of your
feelings towards food, understand your emotional eating,
and explore the reasons behind your challenges, so that
you can find other ways of managing your day-to-day
experiences.
Also known as Let Me Eat Your Pancreas, the manga
version of the coming-of-age novel that inspired two
films! In this deeply moving first-person story, an
introverted high school boy finds his classmate’s
diary—and learns her biggest secret. Yamauchi Sakura is
dying from a pancreatic disease and now he is the only
one person outside her family to know the truth. The last
thing the boy wants is to be her friend, but Sakura’s
cheerful demeanor and their shared secret draw them
together in this heartrending tale of friendship and
mortality.
When Simon Majumdar hit forty, he realized there had to
be more to life than his stable but uninspiring desk job.
As he wondered how to escape his career, he
rediscovered a list of goals he had scrawled out years
before, the last of which said: Go everywhere, eat
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everything. With that, he had found his mission -- a
yearlong search for the delicious, and curious, and the
curiously delicious, which he names Eat My Globe and
memorably chronicles in these pages. In Majumdar's
world, food is everything. Like every member of his
family, he has a savant's memory for meals, with instant
recall of dishes eaten decades before. Simon's
unstoppable wit and passion for all things edible
(especially those things that once had eyes, and a face,
and a mom and a pop) makes this an armchair traveler's
and foodie's delight -- Majumdar does all the heavy
lifting, eats the heavy foods (and suffers the weighty
consequences), so you don't have to. He jets to thirty
countries in just over twelve months, diving mouth-first
into local cuisines and cultures as different as those of
Japan and Iceland. His journey takes him from China,
where he consumes one of his "Top Ten Worst Eats,"
stir-fried rat, to the United States, where he glories in our
greatest sandwiches: the delectable treasures of Katz's
Delicatessen in Manhattan, BBQ in Kansas and Texas,
the still-rich po' boys of post-Katrina New Orleans. The
meat of the story -- besides the peerless ham in Spain,
the celebrated steaks of Argentina, the best of Münich's
wursts as well as their descendants, the famous hot
dogs of Chicago -- is the friends that Simon makes as he
eats. They are as passionate about food as he is and are
eager to welcome him to their homes and tables, share
their choicest meals, and reveal their local secrets. Also
a poignant memoir, Eat My Globe is a life told through
food and spiced with Majumdar's remembrances of
foods past, including those from his colorful childhood.
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(Raised in Northern England, he is the son of a fiery
Welsh nurse and a distinguished Bengali surgeon.) A
captivating look at one man's passion for food, family,
and unique life experiences, Eat My Globe will make you
laugh -- while it makes you hungry. It is sure to satiate
any gastronome obsessed with globetrotting -- for now.
Traditional Chinese edition of Leaders Eat Last: Why
Some Teams Pull Together and Others Don't by Simon
Sinek. Sinek is the author of "Start with Why: How Great
Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action," and a popular
TED talk speaker. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
It's the tale of Saint George and the Dragon set in three
dimensions. Prince George solves fairy puzzles, races
giants and performs miracles - but in the end his faith
allows him to free Larkwood from evil and heal his father.
Diabetes is among the fastest growing diseases in the
world. In the U.S. 1 in 3 adults over age 20 has high
blood sugar and 1 in 4 adults over age 65 is fully
diabetic. Yet, nearly every single person could avoid high
blood and diabetes if they understood its real causes and
Eat, Chew, Live provides exactly the new science &
powerful inspiration to help people prevent this serious
disease from altering their lives ”without drugs. Eat,
Chew, Live offers a revolutionary new science-based
explanation of what really happens in the body to cause
high blood sugar. While traditional medicine blames the
condition on insulin resistance, Dr. Poothullil disagrees,
offering systematic proof of a far better biological
explanation for it. According to him, diabetes is not a
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hormonal disease; in fact, he demonstrates that insulin
resistance is not even logical. Instead, high blood sugar
and diabetes are the result of over consumption,
especially of grain-based carbohydrates that cause a
normal bodily metabolism--cells burning fatty acids rather
than glucose--to go haywire. When people understand
this insight, everything about preventing high blood sugar
and diabetes becomes clear. Eat, Chew, Live goes on to
present three other revolutionary ideas to help people
get in tune with their body's need for nutrition, their
hunger and satisfaction signals, and the causes of their
overeating. Dr. Poothullil's offers insightful and
persuasive advice about why avoiding complex
carbohydrates even whole grain and gluten free -- is the
key to losing weight and preventing high blood sugar. He
goes on to teach readers how to eat mindfully, chewing
fully to enjoy and savor food. Many readers report that
the book helped them lose weight, get in touch with their
body, and reduce their diabetes medications
significantly. Eat, Chew, Live is unlike other books on
diabetes, as nearly every one accepts insulin resistance
as the cause. Dr. Poothullil theory is a medically sound
new approach to explaining high blood sugar and the
implications are enormous for the entire medical
approach to treating high blood sugar with medications
rather than teaching people how to eat what they enjoy
to lower blood sugar. Eat, Chew, Live may be one of the
most important health books of the decade, as its 4
revolutionary ideas will save many lives.
An informed and viciously satirical look at the Ontario
Tories, who've polarized public opinion unlike any other
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government in the province's history. Three years into
Ontario's Common Sense Revolution, hospitals and
schools are closing by the hundreds; thousands of
nurses and teachers and other workers are jobless;
schools are in chaos; pregnant welfare mothers have lost
their nutrition allowance because the Premier thinks
they'll spend it on beer; Toronto the megacity is
collapsing under the weight of its own amalgamated
administration; the Premier's last cultural experience was
Mr. Silly; the rich are getting larger tax cuts while the
province won't spring to bury the homeless; and welfare
recipients deserve to be fingerprinted, but motorists
running red lights shouldn't have their pictures taken
because it would violate their privacy. What can you do
but laugh? That's the approach taken by Linwood
Barclay, who's been skewering the current occupiers of
Queen's Park in his Toronto Star column since they took
office.
Presents tools for applying the principles of mindful
eating to daily life, such as self-assessment questions
and tables that track eating patterns and the emotions
accompanying them.
Answering a multitude of questions—such as What
should a parent do with a child who wants to snack
continuously? How should parents deal with a young
teen who has declared herself a vegetarian and refuses
to eat any type of meat? Or What can parents do with a
child who claims he doesn't like what's been prepared,
only to turn around and eat it at his friend's house?—this
guide explores the relationship between parents,
children, and food in a warm, friendly, and supportive
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way.
This is a children's book, a story about a little boy named
"Little Joe," who found out that his mother's cooking
wasn't as bad as he thought it was.

Sakura wird sterben. Doch die allseits beliebte und
stets fröhliche Schülerin stellt sich der Diagnose
Bauchspeicheldrüsenkrebs unerhört tapfer
entgegen. Beeindruckt von Sakuras Umgang mit der
Krankheit sucht ein Mitschüler ihren Kontakt. Zwölf
Jahre später erzählt er - nunmehr Lehrer an seiner
damaligen Highschool - die Geschichte dieser
besonderen Freundschaft und davon, wie ihr Tod ihn
zurück ins Leben holte.
Are you looking for a fun gift for someone close to
you?This is a perfect blank, lined notebook for men,
women, and children. Great for taking down notes,
reminders, and crafting to-do lists. Also a great
creativity gift for decoration or for a notebook for
school or office!This notebook is an excellent
accessory for your desk at home or at the office. It's
the perfect travel size to fit in a laptop bag or
backpack. Use it on the go and you will keep all of
your notes and reminders in organized in one
place.Professionally designed this 6x9 notebook
provides the medium for you to detail your thoughts.
Buy your notebook today and begin to fill the prelined pages with your heart's desire.
From acclaimed author Alan Cheuse -- National
Public Radio's longtime "Voice of Books" -- comes a
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trio of provocative novellas. In the title piece,
"Paradise, or, Eat Your Face," we meet travel writer
Susan Wheelis and follow her exotic journey to Bali,
and into her own frustrated soul. “Care" centers on
Rafe Santera, a recent stroke victim who was once a
vibrant, intellectual romantic. Attended by one of his
many female admirers, we find ourselves in the
midst of an unusual and politically incorrect love
story. Cheuse takes us into Santera's erotic past, set
against the daily struggles of a harrowing decline.
The third novella, "When The Stars Threw Down
Their Spears and Watered Heaven with Their
Tears," follows author Paul Brunce as he grapples
with art, life, and family. Publisher's Weekly has
praised Cheuse's "impressive command of many
voices" and, in this collection, he is once again in top
form and in possession of a powerful range of
literary gifts.
“A wellness strategy that changes the way you think
about food. Alvear’s writing style and the structure
of his book make for an easy read and, more
importantly, easy use in daily life.” -- Kirkus Reviews
Use proven psychological strategies to reduce
cravings, eliminate overeating, “shrink” your
stomach and help you eat in moderation. • Cut Up
To 90% Of Your Snacking Without Feeling Cheated.
Use Habituation and Systematic Desensitization to
dramatically cut how much you eat without feeling
deprived. Psychologists use these treatments to get
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people off Vicodin and Xanax. Imagine how well they
work on chips and cookies. • Control Your Cravings
With Delayed Gratification Techniques That Teach
Discipline Without Suffering. Based on famed
psychologist Walter Mischel’s “Marshmallow”
experiments, they will painlessly help you master selfcontrol. • Eat Healthier Without Forcing Yourself To
Eat What You Don’t Like. Use the “Nutrilicious”
concept to make healthier choices without sacrificing
taste or preferences. This book is about how I lost 14
pounds and 2 waist sizes and kept it off for 25 years
without ever going on a diet. Inspired by Walter
Mischel’s iconic The Marshmallow Test, Eat It Later
is a science-based, psychological approach to
developing weight-reducing eating habits. It
chronicles how I did it and lays out a plan for how
you can too. Learn Techniques For Eating Less
Without Feeling Deprived. Today, I don't eat three
Oreos at a sitting and force myself from the table,
biting my fist and longing for the 16 I used to eat. I
am as satisfied with three as I used to be with 16.
Habituation, desensitization and delayed gratification
techniques stopped my mindless eating and
painlessly “shrank” my stomach so that I could eat
much smaller portions without feeling cheated or
deprived. Like most people, I thought, “eating in
moderation” was code for “you’ll never feel full
again.” I thought portion control meant pain
management. I thought volume reduction meant
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perpetual dissatisfaction. I was wrong. If you make
the kind of tiny, systematic reductions I show you in
this book, your body will adapt to the new normal
without any pain or suffering. Learn The Keys To
Self-Control. You are not going to get a list of foods
to eat or avoid. Or recipes or meal suggestions. I am
not going to ask you to count calories, fat, carbs or
sugar. I am not going to propose some wild new
theory about weight gain. I am simply going to show
you how to permanently change the amount of food
you eat. And to do it with strategies identified by
researchers and psychologists as the keys to selfcontrol—habituation, systematic desensitization and
delayed gratification techniques. Ever Finish A Bagel
And Say, “Why Did I Eat It–I Wasn’t That Hungry?”
You do that because you don’t have an intuitive
eating system that separates no/low cravings from
high cravings. Eat It Later shows you mindful eating
techniques that take about 3 seconds to separate
low from medium and high cravings. Say Goodbye
To Will Power Fatigue. Diets force you to whiteknuckle your way through 5-alarm cravings and
leave the table feeling hungry and deprived. But with
habituation, desensitization and delayed gratification
techniques you will never experience will power
fatigue because there is nothing to be fatigued
about—you will have what you like but through an
intuitive eating mindset. About The Author Of This
Weight Loss Habit Development Guide. Michael
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Alvear has been studying habit development in the
self help heath/weight loss category for decades. He
perfected his mindful eating approach 25 years ago.
“Eating mindfully,” he likes to say in his seminars,
“is a habit, not an event.” You Don’t Need To Diet If
You Change Your Eating Habits. Download This
Book Today & Start Changing Your Eating Habits
Tonight.
?AMAZON 5??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????……
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????……
??????????????????????????????????????? ??……
More than an exercise guide, the book Eat. Lift.
Thrive. acknowledges and addresses the
relationship women have with fitness and food.
Popular trainer and author Sohee Lee shares her
experience and strategies for overhauling mindset,
eating habits, and training routines. Detailed
instructions, color photos, and advice accompany
Lee’s nutrition tips, exercises, and 12-week
program.
* Wide appeal to popular culture and tech and non
technical enthusiasts. The book will appeal to
bloggers, males (60% of bloggers are male and
females (50% of people who read blogs are female),
and even those outside of the digital cognoscenti
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who are curious to know what blogs are all about. *
The editorial board currently includes: Doc Searls,
Editor at Large for Linux Journal and preeminent
blogger; Cory Doctorow, science fiction writer and
blogger; Rick Karr, pop culture and technology
reporter for NPR; Jack Boulware, San Francisco
author and chronicler of the porn industry; and
Bonnie Burton, a blogger and producer at ILM. *
Business Week and NYT have been discussing the
growing importance of Blogs (Blog – web-based
diary or "Web Log.")Some of the bloggers enjoy a
semi-celebrity status. * Stats: 1.4 million Active
blogs, updated avg every 14 days; 107k updated
weekly. * Predictions: The number of hosted blogs
created to exceed 5million by the end of 2003 and to
exceed 10million by end of 2004. * 4% of the online
community read them, so there is a huge percentage
of potential readers to draw from.
Discusses gross and unpleasant facts about the human body,
including what creatures live on eyelashes, why people get
goose bumps, and how ants can be used to heal a wound.
??????????????•??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
I Want to Eat Your Pancreas (Light Novel)Seven Seas
Entertainment
Get four of my stand-alone books with a female main
character together in one ebook package. This set, titled Dark
is Deepest, includes Tattooed Teardrops, which won the Top
Fiction Prize in the 2016 In the Margins Top Ten Books for
Teens literary award. Buying them all together and save.
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Included are: Stand Alone – Is Justine crazy? Everyone
thinks so, but Justine can’t give up her sense of who she
is—someone far different than the loving daughter Em expects
her to be—to just fit in and be happy. She is sure that Em
secretly holds the key to who Justine really is. But if she does,
Em isn’t talking. Tattooed Teardrops – “I don’t plan on
getting in any trouble.” Tamara had thought that when she
got out of juvie, things would be easier. But before long, it
seems like her life is spiraling into chaos. If she can’t prove
to her probation officer that she is innocent of the allegations
against her, she’s going back to prison, and Tamara just
can’t let that happen. Cynthia has a Secret – One day, fifteenyear-old Carmina Knight’s life was perfect, and the next,
she’d lost everything. Her family, her home, almost
everything that she knew. Alone on the streets, she can’t
trust anyone, but she also can’t make it alone. Questing for a
Dream – Nadie is a bright but rebellious teen growing up
Manitoba Cree. Living in abject poverty, she tries to help care
for the younger children in the band. Devastated by the
drowning death of her little cousin and unable to overcome
her grief, Nadie leaves the band. How can she find her own
place in a foreign world where she is abused and
discriminated against, and for the first time in her life,
completely alone?
Poor health is America's #1 problem. Over 70% of us are
either overweight or obese. Over 70% of Americans are on at
least one prescription medication, and more than half take
two. Preventable chronic diseases are responsible for the
overwhelming majority of deaths in this country. Just two of
these chronic illnesses-heart disease and cancer-together
account for nearly half of all deaths in the U.S., needlessly
taking the lives of 1.2 million loved ones each year. Currently,
94% of the calories being consumed by Americans come
from meat, dairy products and processed foods with only 6%
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of calories coming from healthy fresh vegetables, fruits,
beans/legumes, and whole grains, according to the USDA's
Profiling Food Consumption in America. The Standard
American Diet full of fat and sugar (meats and sweets) is
depriving us of real nutrients that our bodies require for good
health. In this eye-opening book, the authors reveal the
causes of our chronic diseases and the foods that can make
us well.
When a tyrant in stilettos replaces her beloved boss, and her
ex snags her coveted job, teacher Dana Narvana discovers
there are worse things than getting dumped on Facebook.
Time for the BFF advice squad, starting with Dana's
staunchest ally, Alex—hunky colleague, quipster, and cooking
pal extraordinaire. But when the after hours smooching goes
nowhere, she wonders why this grown man won't make up
his mind. Alex Bethany's new lifestyle gives him the
confidence to try online dating. What he craves is a family of
his own until a life-altering surprise rocks his world. He knows
he's sending Dana mixed messages. Alex panics when he
thinks he's blown his chance with his special person. From
appetizers to the main course will these two cooking buddies
make it to dessert? Funny and bittersweet, Dana and Alex's
story will have you rooting for them.
Having a child diagnosed with a food allergy, sensitivity or
intolerance can be a daunting prospect. How did it happen?
What can they eat? What will make the symptoms worse?
And can anything make it better? Award-winning functional
nutritionist Christine Bailey has been pioneering allergy-free
cooking for years. As a mother of three children with
autoimmune conditions, Christine understands the effect food
reactions can have on all aspects of you and your child's dayto-day life. This friendly, no-nonsense guide is everything
you'll need to take a functional, holistic approach to food
allergies or intolerances in your child. In simple language,
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Christine helps you make sense of the diagnosis, explaining
the difference between food allergies, intolerances and
sensitivities. Learn where the 14 major allergens occur - the
obvious and hidden triggers - and ensure your child maintains
a healthy diet with all the nutrients they need. And of course,
60 delicious, family-friendly allergen-free recipes prove that
you and your child can still eat well. With simple, practical
advice on eating out, travel, shopping and more, plus
sympathetic advice on how to deal with schools, babysitters
and other parents, this is the book that parents have been
waiting for.
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